From: Karl Denninger [mailto:karl@denninger.net]
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 1:15 PM
To: Victor Aguilar
Subject: Re: i-agree

You were banned for being a sock puppet, which is against the rules on Tickerforum. You agreed to them and then
wantonly violated those rules.
You just admitted you're a sock puppet and attempted to circumvent the rules.
Thank you for conﬁrming that you did what you were banned for doing - that is, it wasn't a mistake.
Goodbye.

Victor Aguilar wrote:
Karl DenningerThe IP address that you banned belongs to Wildﬂower Bread Company. Their contact info is:
Home Office & Commissary
7755 E. Gray Road
Scottsdale Corporate
phone 480-951-9453
fax 480-951-9464

The location that you banned is:
Tempe Square
SW Corner of McClintock & Guadalupe
6428 S. McClintock Road
Tempe
phone 480-838-9773
fax 480-838-9469

A month ago I logged on as “Shaka,” posted the same poem and was banned three hours later. I re-registered as
“Pickles” and was banned an hour after posting the same poem. That has been my only contact with Market Ticker
forum. I was never “Greenie” or anybody else.
My website designer, Tom Calpin of Matrix Animation, registered my domain with GoDaddy and made the decision
about how it was to be registered. I forwarded your e-mail to him and he explained that my domain was registered this
way to ensure my privacy and that this was a common practice to prevent one from being spammed. He advised me not
to change the way my domain is registered lest I be spammed.
Tom Calpin will be contacting you to explain this to you as well.
Why don’t YOU be honest and just admit that you are a gold bug who will pump up every harebrained “last chance to
buy gold” post while denouncing as a “spammer” anybody who does not believe that hyperinﬂation is imminent?
Apparently, “spammer” is the only insult that you know, so you use it on everybody that you disagree with.
Victor Aguilar

From: Karl Denninger [mailto:karl@denninger.net]
Sent: Sunday, December 21, 2008 6:08 PM
To: Victor Aguilar
Subject: Re: i-agree

Got any OTHER login IDs on Tickerforum Victor?
You're emailing me from an alleged "commercial" domain that has a MASKED owner but the email sources from a massemail location that has a one-line HTTP reply associated with it?
Legitimate businesses do not register their domains with their ownership masked by Godaddy's "anonymous" service
nor do they source their emails from known mass-email IP addresses.
How about the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth Victor?
You were not banned for poetry; if that IP address truly belongs to a cyber cafe then I'm sure you can provide me with a
business name, physical address and landline telephone number that can be cross-referenced with the Arizona Secretary
of State (to prove that its really a business) associated with that address where I can speak to someone who can key in a
speciﬁc URL from that machine, allowing me to verify that you're telling me the truth.
If that address can be PROVED to belong to a legitimate cyber cafe, I will unblock it. As for your account I will unblock
THAT when you tell me the truth about any other login IDs you have on Tickerforum and have used, and decide you're
going to adhere to the terms of service - which do not include posting POETRY in a forum dedicated to THE CAPITAL
MARKETS.
BTW, just so you know, I've got more than 15 years of experience running an ISP and related services on The Internet.
Attempting to BS me won't get you anywhere. The truth might.

Sincerely;
-- Karl Denninger

Victor Aguilar wrote:
Karl DenningerI logged on as “Pickles” and posted an original poem in the Precious Metals section, http://www.tickerforum.org/cgiticker/akcs-www?post=75837. I was accused of being someone named “Greenie” and was banned.
I was never Greenie. You banned the IP address of an internet café frequented by thousands of Arizona State University
students. It is possible that one of them is Greenie, but I don’t know any such person.
Or do you really dislike my poetry so much that you banned me for that?
Victor “Pickles” Aguilar
--Karl Denninger
karl@denninger.net
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